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(+1)8509104477 - http://pacetokyoexpress.com

Here you can find the menu of Tokyo Express in Milton. At the moment, there are 18 menus and drinks on the
card. You can inquire about changing offers via phone. What User likes about Tokyo Express:

I've never eaten anything here, but take them out, but every time that eats is wonderful. absolutely huge portions
(my wife and I cleave each time an evening meal), great noodles, perfectly cooked vegetables and wonderful

service. their hibachi teriyaki after my opinion. read more. The restaurant also offers the possibility to sit outside
and eat and drink in pleasant weather, And into the accessible rooms also come customers with wheelchairs or

physical disabilities. What User doesn't like about Tokyo Express:
I tried to purchase a can soda and the clerk wasn’t being polite. She asked if I had cash vs using my card. Like
damn I don’t eat exotic or raw food. I wouldn’t recommend this place ? read more. At Tokyo Express from Milton
you have the opportunity to enjoy delicious vegetarian dishes, in which no trace of animal meat or fish was used,
Besides, the creative blend of different meals with new and partially adventurous products is appreciated by the
guests - a good case of Asian Fusion. A lot of fresh vegetables, fish and meat is used in the healthy Japanese

cuisine of Tokyo Express, On the daily specials there are also several Asian menus.
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No� alcoholi� drink�
WATER

Drink�
SODAS

Chicke�
ANANAS CHICKEN

Specialtie�
TERIYAKI CHICKEN

Japanes� specialtie�
CHICKEN TERIYAKI

Restauran� Categor�
VEGETARIAN

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�
SPICY TUNA

TUNA STEAK

NOODLES

Ingredient� Use�
TUNA

CHICKEN

AVOCADO

SHRIMP

GINGER

CUCUMBER

EEL

VEGETABLES
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Opening Hours:
Monday 10:30-21:15
Tuesday 10:30-21:15
Wednesday 10:30-21:15
Thursday 10:30-21:15
Friday 10:30-21:30
Saturday 10:30-21:30
Sunday 11:00-21:15
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